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TESSERENT (ASX: TNT)
Tesserent is a full-service cybersecurity and secure cloud services provider, partnering with

clients from all industries and all levels of government. It is the region's largest ASX listed

cybersecurity provider.

Tesserent offers a broad range of cybersecurity services and products to its clients,

assisting them in achieving full end-to-end protection of their digital assets.

The company listed on the ASX in 2016 but really started gaining some momentum in 2019

when it introduced its Cyber 360 strategy. The aggressive growth-by-acquisition strategy

has involved buying up other businesses in areas such as consulting and security advisory,

cloud migration, risk and compliance, governance and many more.

Tesserent will continue to execute its Cyber 360 strategy and expand into three key

markets of government, critical infrastructure and banking & finance and build out high-

value recurring revenues. Acquisitions will be further integrated to achieve cost synergies,

with organic growth being driven by cross-selling opportunities. International expansion is

said to be on the cards with potential opportunities in the USA, UK, New Zealand and

Canada. Tesserent is thus a well rounded company and offers a robust upside potential as

the world grows increasingly weary of cyber attacks.



This fast growing company has a patented cyber safety ecosystem, a unique innovative

platform allowing collaboration between schools, parents, and cyber safety educators

with the sole aim of protecting kids from the potential harms that exist online. It is

fast becoming a need to have products across Australia, New Zealand, and now, the

company is entering the USA, the largest consumer market in the world and one of the

most sophisticated cybersecurity markets. 

Family Zone is able to leverage their completely and seamlessly integrated ecosystem

to expand their global footprint and rake in recurring revenues, allowing profit margins

to expand in the long-run. In addition to geographical expansion, constant product

improvements and expansions have underpinned their growth story. 

The company has been posting record conversion rates across their large sales pipeline

and this has been translating into revenues constantly. Estimates suggest top line

revenues to continue growing at over 75% over the next few years with gross profit

margin of over 60%. Unlike most small caps, Family Zone is estimated to become a

profitable company by FY23, however, the stock trades at a modest multiples that show

that it is being undervalued by the market.

FZO has a very unique product offering that has been well received by the market. The

company has grown its revenues by a CAGR of 75% since IPO and operationally, FZO

has consistently grown its customers and annual recurring revenue.

FAMILY ZONE CYBER SAFETY (ASX: FZO)



Founded in 1980, Prophecy has been involved in the development of software

solutions to provide business value by securing the enterprise, protecting from Cyber

threats and delivering business insights through analytics. They are a global software

company developing innovation for global markets in the SaaS/Cloud, cyber security 

 nd big data/analytics markets. 

Prophecy software has been deployed at more than 3,000 customer sites globally and

our continuous re-invention and commitment to customer-driven product development

has enabled Prophecy to maintain our position as a trusted vendor within industries

such as Banking and Finance, Public Sector, Healthcare, Utilities, Manufacturing and

Retail. Prophecy sells to global markets through our direct sales force in Europe, USA

and Australia and through a global network of partners across all our product suites.

In FY21, Prophecy continued to focus on delivering growth through our two primary

product lines, eMite and Snare. Prophecy was named a finalist in the Cybersecurity

category for the 2020 Australian Technologies Competition, recognising the 

 excellence, innovation, and global scalability of the Company’s Snare.

In FY21, the Company saw an acceleration in sales as it acquired larger customers and

average deal sizes increased. This has set the firm up for massive growth as we enter

2022 with PRO optimally positioned for shareholder value growth.

PROPHECY INTERNATIONAL (ASX: PRO)


